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VIRTUAL PHOTOGRAPHY

JAN 10 - FEB 18

Photography III
Are you interested in learning about your
camera, lenses, and their capabilities in
greater depth? Photo III is beyond basic
and will be tailored to the student’s
interest.

Photoshop III
Are you interested in learning more
advanced photo editing techniques?
Learn how to prepare images for the web,
create a website, art boards and
automate actions to effect multiple
images.

PRINTMAKING
Printmaking Introduction
In this class we will cover the origins
of printmaking and create your own
prints using everyday materials.

VIRTUAL WRITING

WOODWORKING

Writing for Hope

Woodworking at Maker's Space

Phography Instructor

Over the course of six weeks, participants
will explore their hopes, experiences, and
struggles through expressive writing
exercises capturing significant life
events.

June Guralnick

Writing for Truth

Are you interested in learning
woodworking basics or already have
woodworking experience? This course is
designed to teach each student at their
particular skill level.
No experience necessary.

Writing Instructor

This advanced writing class offers
exercises to discover significant personal
themes, exploring what has shaped
impactful life experiences to uncover
your core truths.

INSTRUCTORS
Flossie Hoy

Kristianne Ripple
Printmaking Instructor

Peter Rubino
Clay Sculpture

Maker's Space
Woodworking

ShopSpace
Metalworking

Writing for Grief Workshop
Through thoughtful writing suggestions
and mindfulness-based exercises, this 1.5
hour workshop offers a nurturing,
uplifting space to explore personal
experiences of loss.

Writing through Burn-Out Workshop
Through thoughtful writing suggestions
and mindfulness-based exercises, this 1.5
hour workshop offers a welcoming space
to explore feelings and experiences
connected with “exhaustion of physical or
emotional strength…usually as a result of
prolonged stress or frustration,”
(Merriam-Webster dictionary).

REGISTER: THEJOELFUND.ORG/OPERATIONART

METALWORKING
Metalworking at ShopSpace
Metalworking will focus on providing
veterans with a 3-week series of classes
focused on the techniques core to all
forging with fire and anvil.

CLAY WORKSHOP
Clay Workshop by Peter Rubino
Using a fresh and intuitive sculptural
language, Veteran and master sculptor
Peter Rubino will lead you on a technical
and artistic journey towards
understanding the dynamic and creative
forces in sculpting a portrait in clay.

